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The one and only bestselling official guide to the TOEFL, from the makers of the test! Now

expanded with a third actual TOEFL exam  This Official Guide to the TOEFL Test is the best, most

reliable guide to the test that is used around the world to assess foreign applicants to U.S. and

Canadian universities for English proficiency. It includes real TOEFL questions for practice, as well

as explanations of every section of the test and information on what is expected for every speaking

and writing task. You will learn how to construct a good answer and how to integrate speaking,

listening, and writing skills to demonstrate college-level English proficiency. The accompanying

CD-ROM provides three authentic TOEFL iBT practice tests just like the one you will encounter on

test day. Inside you'll find: 600 real TOEFL questions from the test-makers A CD-ROM with 3

authentic TOEFL iBT practice tests Strategies for success
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Educational Testing Service (ETS), based in Lawrenceville, NJ, is the creator and grader of the

TOEFL. ETS is recognized worldwide as a leader in standardized testing. ETS also creates the SAT

(under contract with the College Board), the GRE, the Praxis series of teacher licensing exams, and

numerous other exams used by many different organizations throughout the United States and the

world.



Pro: CDs got Reading, Listening, Speaking, Writing and they're compatible with Mac/ PC. If you find

CDs as a crucial way to practice, then buy this ETS product. In my experience, other brand's CDs

usually have audio only, which is a huge disappointment. For Mac users, Kaplan's TOEFL CD

(2009 edition) will NEVER work since the CD was only compatible with old Macs with previous

processor PowerPC before Apple decided to choose Intel processor (PC users are generally OK)

.Cons: Reused samples of lectures/ student conversation etc in the book (I see same exact stuff for

over 3 yrs and ETS gotta update the book)

This book is really good. Before it i had no clue of how the TOEFL test was like, so this book gave

me a very accurate overview bout the test. It provides lots of exercises for each area of study. Only

bad thing is that you dont get feedback for the listening, writing or speaking sections test. However,

it brings good examples of people who did the test and allows you to know how an excellent answer

looks like, a good, regular and bad one specifically. It will depend on you to evaluate yourself

constantly so you'll judge your own progress. You can always complement your studies by using

TOEFL apps, reading newspapers in english and so on. Im still waiting for my results!!!

A must have for TOEFL prep, the only down size is that they don't offer the CD material online and

my laptop did not have a CD-drive (most newer laptops don't have it either), so I had to buy an

external CD-drive.

I had to buy it to study the TOEFL test because most of the professors ask for it and honestly it was

very helpful. If you follow the instructions there is a big chance of getting a high score.

A must-have if you're teaching or studying the TOEFL iBT. Paper-based TOEFL (PBT) has been

phased out of any country where the internet based test (iBT) is offered. And ETS is the most

reliable source for practice questions that are equal in difficulty to those of the actual test. The CD

must be utilized to get the most out of this packet. The CD provides a simulation of the actual iBT

computer experience. The book provides 3 Full-Length Practice Tests plus a couple drills for the

reading (5), listening (5), and writing (2). There is also a Diagnostic exam offered in the beginning.

It wasn't the book that I ordered. The book that I riceived is in chinese and tere is not DVD included

and it's impossible to study for toefl test without DVD and I'm not chinese. When I ordered the book

there was not a clear explanation about the lenguage and that the DVD wasn't included. It wasn't a



good experience at all. I tried to comunicate but nobody answered me.

The book is OK, but the the CD is not acceptable on the MAC OS. I didn't understand why. I

checked disc and there are only 4 files: AutoRun.inf, ReadMe.txt, setup.exe, TOEFL.ico - all of them

for Windows OS not for MAC OS.

This books is very useful because it gives u an authentic testing experiences and the cd in the book

is very helpful too. I recommend it for testers who is preparing towel to use it to mimic the real exam.

Pretend u are in the real exam and make sure u do all the exercises within the limited time. This

model test will help u discover problems like time management, and other problems u might

encounter in real exams. The tests are not difficult or easy themselves but they are designed in the

same way of the real test therefore I find it helpful for me. I thought I would have time for more

practice but 2 is just fine for me.
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